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INTRODUCTION

All departments of the College are working in cooperation with
the leading farmers' organizations :

(1) To collect and tabulate statistics on the cost of producing
and marketing farm products.

(2) To promote better business methods on the farm and
through marketing organizations.

(3) To assist farmers in organizing for social and business pur-
poses.

(4) To publish information and constitutions and by-laws for
associations organizing under the cooperative law of Oregon.

(5) To supply farmers' organizations with information upon the
cost of building and equipping plants for the conduct of their in-
dustry and business.

(6) To act as a legislative reference bureau on all subjects per-
taining to agriculture.

In 1909 the faculty of the School of Commerce announced their
intention of preparing a series of bulletins on The Business Side
of Farming under three general heads ; namely, Farm Records,
Rural Economics, and Rural Law. The bulletin on Farm Records
by Dean Bexell was published in the fall of 1909, and a second edi-
tion was printed in 1911 to meet the demand. Part II appeared
under the title of "Practical Problems in Rural Economics" by Dr.
Macpherson.

The present bulletin is the first under the third general heading,
Rural Law. The author, Mr. E. E. Wilson, is a practicing attorney
who has for several years delivered a series of lectures during the
Farmers' Short Course and Farmers' Week, upon phases of Oregon
law especially interesting to farmers. Since it became evident in
the course of the lectures that these subjects are of the greatest
interest and practical value to those who attended the Short Course,
Mr. Wilson was asked to condense his lectures on the law of real
property into form for a bulletin. Hence this publication.

The department of Political Science is at present planning the
second bulletin of this series. It will consist of a collection of the
existing laws passed by the legislature of the State of Oregon that
are particularly useful to the farmer (exclusive of those in this
bulletin) arranged in such order as will make them easily available.
It will also include a set of the more commonly used business forms.
It is hoped that this bulletin will make it possible for the farmer to
have at hand in convenient form the laws of the State covering sub-
jects in which he is most interested.

U. G. DUBACH,
Professor of Political Science.



EXPLANATORY NOTE.

For a determination of what is the law relating to titles to real
property, recourse is had by Oregon lawyers to three sources :
(a) the statutory enactments of the legislative assembly of the State ;
(b) the decisions of the Supreme Court of Oregon where questions
of the common law of real property have been before that tribunal ;
and when the point is not covered by the staute nor the court de-
cisions, then (c) to the principles of the common law as announced
by the judicial decisions of the courts of other states and now gen-
erally recognized as established law throughout the United States.

In discussing this subject in the following pages, I have avoided
as far as possible the statement of any principle of the law of real
property which is not found in the decisions of the Supreme Court
of Oregon or in the Oregon Statutes.

It is not possible in a college bulletin to present all of the land law
so decided, and I have, therefore, limited the text to a selection of
those points only which I believe to be of interest generally, and the
knowledge of which may be of practical value to every man who
owns land, or is about to purchase land. While many of the prin-
ciples have been affirmed by numerous cases, I have considered it
sufficient for the present purpose, to limit all citations to a single
case.

The law stated in the following pages is but a very small part of
the land law of Oregon, and it is not to be understood that the in-
formation contained in this bulletin is sufficient to enable those
about to engage in real estate transactions, to proceed safely without
the advice of a lawyer as to the effect and application of the many
other more technical principles that may be involved.

The exact wording of the court's opinion, and of the sections of
the Statute, are retained as far as possible. Words in italics, as
"Code §7mo," refer to section 7100 of Lord's Oregon Laws.
Words in italics, as "Parker v. Metzger, 12 Or. 412," refer to the
opinion of the Oregon Supreme Court deciding the case of Parker
versus Metzger, which is found in the 12th volume of the published
decisions of the Oregon Supreme Court, at page 412.

E. E. WILSON.
Corvallis, Oregon.
January 1, 1915.



HISTORY.

Before discussing the title to land as expressly declared by the
law of Oregon, it may be of sufficient interest to review briefly the
origin of titles in this State.

The accepted definition of the term "title" is, "A means whereby
the owner of land has the just possession of his property." (Parker

v. Metzger, 12 Or.407.) It signifies the manner in which interests
in land are acquired ; but before a title can be acquired, there must
be a source from whcih to acquire it, that is, an original acquisi-
tion of the title to the land. All subsequent acquisitions are by trans-
fer of that original title.

In the United States, the original acquisition of title to the earth's
surface was by the Federal Government, by conquest, purchase,
annexation, and discovery.

Until June 15, 1846, the right to the possession of the land em-
braced in what afterwards became the original Territory of Oregon,
was claimed by both England and the United States by right of
original discovery or occupation. On this date a treaty was signed
by representatives of the two governments, by the terms of which
the title of the United States to territory as far north as what is
now British Columbia, was recognized.

By the act of Congress of August 14, 1848, "All that part of the
United States which lies west of the Rocky Mountains, north of
the forty-second degree north latitude" was organized into a tem-
porary government by the name of the Territory of Oregon.

Already settlers were here and had located themselves upon the
public domain. With the settlement of the dispute as to the original
ownership, more settlers began to arrive ; but as yet there was no
law under which these settlers could acquire title to the lands em-
braced in this district. Not until 1850 was there a method provided
by which the original acquisition of the Federal Government con-
stituting its title, could be transferred to the individual. (T owns-

dalevs. Portland, I Or. 381.) In this year Congress passed what is
known as the "Donation Land Law" under which there was granted
to any settler "now residing in said territory or who shall become a
resident thereof on or before the first day of December, 1850, and
who shall have resided upon and cultivated the same for four suc-
cessive years," three hundred and twenty acres of land, if a single
man, and six hundred and forty acres of land, if a married man,
one definite half of which went to the husband and the remaining
half to the wife. To those who made settlement between December
1, 1850, and December 1, 1853, one-half of the above acreage was
given.

By the same act of Congress, provision was made for the appoint-
ment of a surveyor general whose duty it was to survey the lands
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of the Oregon Territory. He was to establish a base line and merid-
ian "at or near the mouth of the Wallamet River," and survey the
land into townships and sections, commonly referred to as legal
subdivisions.

Donation claims were required to be "in a compact form" and
when practicable were to be by legal subdivisions ; but where that
could not be done, it was the duty of the surveyor general "to sur-
vey and mark each claim, with the boundaries as claimed." There
was no restriction as to the directions of the boundary lines, except
that after December 1, 1851, the lines should run East and West,
and all claims located after the survey was made, should conform
thereto. In western Oregon, particularly, the lines of the original
claims are very irregular, and this explains why many of the de-
scriptions in present day deeds are by metes and bounds instead of
by legal subdivisions.

The act by which the settler advised the laud office of his claim
was called "notifying," and these notices were consecutively num-
bered by the land office officials. The claim also received a claim
number for the township in which it was situated, and if in more
than one township, it had separate claim numbers for each town-
ship. Thus a claim might have as many as four claim numbers, but
could have only one notification number. Upon requisite proof be-
ing made that settlement had been made as required by law, the
government issued a patent in whcih the land, legally described,
was "given and granted" to the settler, and thereupon his title be-
came absolute.

A "patent" is the instrument by which the United States conveys
to persons entitled thereto, the legal fee simple title to public lands.
(111cCart v. Helbling, 	  Or. 	 ) It is a deed from the Gov-
ernment.

Under the act of 1848, establishing the Territorial Government,
and in the act of 1859, admitting the State to the Union, sections
16 and 36 in each township in the State were reserved for the "use
of schools." The act of 1859 also set apart seventy-two sections
of land and reserved the same for the use and support of the State
University. By the act of 1862, known as the "First Morrill Act,"
90,000 acres was granted to the State of Oregon to "provide colleges
for the benefit of agriculture and the mechanic arts." The interest
from the funds derived from the sale of the land included in the last ,
grant, was to be "inviolably appropriated by each state which may
take and claim the benefit of this act, to the endowment, support,
and maintenance of at least one college where the leading object
shall be, without excluding other scientific and classical studies, and
including military tactics, to teach such branches of learning as are
related to agriculture and the mechanic arts, in such manner as the
legislatures of the states may respectively prescribe, in order to pro-
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mote the liberal and practical education of the industrial classes in
the several pursuits and professions in life."

Since the donation land law was passed, laws relating to the
acquisition of government land by settlement have been modified
from time to time, always retaining, however, this similarity, that
there is a general law prescribing conditions, which, being complied
with by the individual, entitle him to patent from the United States
Government. The lands reserved for educational purposes, how-
ever, having been granted by act of Congress to the State, title to
all such land is now derived through deed from the State of Oregon.

TITLE, HOW TRANSFERRED.

The title to a particular tract of land having been acquired by an
individual through patent from the Federal Government or deed
from the State, the next question of concern is how this title may
pass from him to another, and what are the incidents of his owner-
ship.

Generally speaking, land is acquired either by Purchase or De-
scent. Descent is what takes place when land belonging to a person
passes, on his death, without a will, to someone related to him.
(Starr v. Hamilton, 1 Deadv a68.) All other methods are said to
be by purchase ; that is, by conveyance or other act, direct or indi-
rect, of the owner.

PURCHASE.

Title by Purchase may be by Deed, Will, or Methods Other Than
Grant, and these will be first considered in their order, leaving the
subject of Descent for the last.

Deeds.

The Oregon Code (§8o4) provides that no estate in land other
than a lease for less than a year, can be transferred otherwise than
by an instrument in writing, executed with the formalities required
by law. Popularly speaking, if the instrument conveys title to the
land itself, it is called a "deed," while if it conveys but a right to use
the land for a term, it is a "lease."

Among the "formalities required by law" for a deed are these,
that the document must be signed and sealed by the owner of the
land, being of lawful age (Code §71019), and if married, by the
spouse as well, in the presence of two witnesses and acknowledged
before a qualified officer who shall affix his certificate (Code
§7109). Necessarily the instrument should contain a description of
the land conveyed, words of conveyance, a recital of the considera-
tion and the name of the person to whom the land is conveyed.

A simple form of deed in which the words of conveyance used
are "quitclaim and release" is called a Quitclaim Deed; if for the
words "quitclaim and release" the words "bargain, sell and convey"
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are substituted, the instrument becomes a Bargain and Sale Deed.
If in the deed, other clauses are introduced by which the maker
covenants, for example, that he is the owner in fee simple of the
land, or that he has good right to convey, or that the land is free
from encumbrances, or that he will warrant and defend the title
against all persons, or only against those claiming under him, or
other warranties, then the deed is called a Warranty Deed, and if
this warranty is as to all persons and claims, it is a full or general
warranty, while if the warranting clause is resirtcted to certain
persons or claims, it is a special warranty.

As to the efficiency of a quitclaim deed, the Code provides that
"a deed of quitclaim and release, of the form in common use, shall
be sufficient to pass all the estate which the grantor could lawfully
convey by a deed of bargain and sale." (§71o2.) But the fact
that a vendor is holding only under a deed of quitclaim and release,
is sufficient notice to a vendee to put him upon inquiry as to the
true state of the title. (Baker v. Woodward, 12 Or. 15.) "The
office of a quitclaim deed is well understood, and although it is as
effective, under modern legislation, to convey all the estate which
can be transferred by a deed of bargain and sale, yet it shows upon
its face that the grantee therein only contracts for such title to the
property as the grantor has. Such a deed is sufficient to pass all
the estate which the grantor could lawfully convey by a deed of
bargain and sale ; but a material difference is still recognized be-
tween the two forms of conveyance. A grantor, under the former
conveyance, only intends ordinarily to convey such right to, or in-
terest in, the property as he may have, and the grantee does not
expect to acquire anything beyond that ; while under the latter, the
parties usually intend and expect a transfer of the property itself."
(American Mort. Co. v. Hutchinson, 19 Or. 343.)

No covenants shall be implied in any conveyance of real estate,
whether such conveyance contains special covenants or not. (Code
§ 7 I05.)

In the absence of fraud, a sale of land after the deed has passed,
will not be rescinded for failure of title, but the purchaser must
look for protection to the covenants of the deed, (Fellows v. Evans,
33 Or. 30.) and in an action for damages for breach of covenant of
warranty, the well-settled rule is that the amount of the damages is
the purchase-money and interest. (Stark v. Olney, 3 Or. 91.)

It sometimes happens that at the time land is conveyed, the
grantor does not have the whole title, but afterwards acquires it.
"The general rule is recognized to be that, when a person assumes
to convey property by deed, he will not be heard, for the purpose
of defeating the title of the grantee, to say that, at the time of the
conveyance, he had no title, and that none passed by the deed. Nor
can he deny to the deed its full operation and effect as a convey-
ance, and such deed conveys all after-acquired titles." (Gardner v.
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Wright, 49 Or. 624.) But a grantee under a quitclaim deed will
not obtain a title subsequently acquired by the grantor. Only such
title will pass by the deed as the grantor possesses at the time. (3

Devlin on Real Estate §1281b.)
The greatest estate which a man can have in land is called a fee

simple,—that is a perfect title. It is an absolute ownership, clear
of any qualification or condition, or a time in the land without end.
(Farnum v. Loomis, 2 Or. 32.)

From the foregoing, it would appear that if a man owns a fee
simple estate in land, a quitclaim deed from him will convey to a
purchaser a perfect title, and obviously a deed of bargain and sale, or
warranty, could accomplish no more. The incidents attaching to a
bargain and sale deed, some of which are suggested above, render
a bargain and sale deed preferable to a quitclaim deed. Other
covenants added to a deed by which it becomes a warranty deed, do
not add to the conveying power of the instrument where the grantor
had a fee simple title ; but since the warranty deed possesses all of
the qualities of the other forms of deeds, and the addition of cov-
enants regarding the title in favor of the purchaser, a warranty
deed, with proper covenants, is more desirable than either the simple
quitclaim or bargain and sale deed.

The "execution" of a written document includes both its signing
and its delivery. (Code §777.) In order, therefore, that a deed
may pass title, it is essential that there be a delivery of it by the
consent, or with the acquiescence, of the grantor. The delivery of
a deed is prerequisite to its validity, and, while no particular formali-
ties are essential to constitute such delivery, it is necessary that the
grantor should expressly or impliedly consent that the deed should
irrevocably pass from his control. (Swank v. Swank, 37 Or. 442.)

Delivery is a question of intention, and may be effected by any
act or word manifesting an unequivocal intention to surrender the
instrument so as to deprive the grantor of all authority over it, or of
the right of recalling it. (Sappingfield v. King, 49 Or. 166.) It is
accomplished by the grantor's voluntarily passing it to the grantee
or handing it to some person for him, or by the grantor's doing or
saying something by means of which he discloses an unmistakable
purpose to part with all control over the instrument, and thus for-
ever to put it out of his power to regain possession thereof. (Pier-

son v. Fisher, 48 Or. 233.) Withot such a delivery, a deed is in-
effectual, although it may have been executed in due form, spread
upon the records, and be in the actual possession of the grantee.
While no specific formalities are necessary to constitute a delivery,
it is essential that the grantor must consent, either expressly or im-
pliedly, that the deed shall pass irrevocably from his control. And
it is said that "a deed delivered without the knowledge, consent, or
acquiescence of the grantor is no more effectual to pass title to the
grantee than if it were a total forgery, although the instrument
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may be spread upon the record." (Allen v. Ayer, 26 Or. 593.) A
delivery is effected either by a manual transfer of the deed from the
grantor to the grantee, or to some third party for his use, or by
the doing of some act, or saying something, or by both, whereby the
grantor manifests an unequivocal intention to surrender the instru-
ment so as to deprive himself of all authority over it or of the right
to recall it, and to consummate the conveyance. (Payne v. Hall-
garth, 33 Or. 437.)

The question as to when a deed, executed and deposited with a
stranger to be delivered to the grantee upon the death of the
grantor, is effectual to pass title, has been the subject of much
judicial controversy, but it is now substantially agreed that its solu-
tion depends on whether the grantor intends to and does retain
dominion and control over it after such delivery, or parts with the
possession and control of it absolutely at the time of the delivery.
In the former case, by the great weight of authority—although the
decisions are not entirely harmonious—there is no sufficient deliv-
ery, and the deed passes nothing. But if the grantor parts with all
dominion and control over the deed, reserving no right to recall it
or alter its provisions, it is a good delivery, and the grantee will,
on the death of the grantor, succeed to the title. (Hoffrnire v.
Martin, 29 Or. 243.) A delivery made to some third person condi-
tional on the performance of an act or the happening of an event,
whereupon it is to be delivered to the grantee, is called an Escrow.
(1 Devlin, on Real Estate §312.) A deed deposited as an escrow is
nothing more than a mere scroll until the condition is fully per-
formed or the contingency happens upon the faith of which it was
deposited ; and, this being so, no delivery of the scroll prior to that
time without the grantor's consent could give life to the instrument,
or convey the title to the grantee or purchaser under him. (Tyler
v. Cate, 29 Or. 525.)

A conveyance or devise made to two or more persons, other than
executors or trustees, as such, creates a tenancy in common (Code
§71o8); that is, each person owns an undivided interest which he
can convey and which on his death, goes to his heirs. There is an
exception to this in the case of conveyances made to a husband and
wife. On that case they become tenants by the entirety, each own-
ing the whole and not an undivided portion. In the event of the
death of one, the survivor takes the whole estate, but if they are
divorced, then this tenancy is thereby destroyed and they become
tenants in common. (Hayes v. Horton, 46 Or. 599.)

Leases.

The possession and use of land may be conveyed to another for a
definite time, measured by years or fractions of a year, without
conveying the land itself. The document creating such an estate is
called a "lease."
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An agreement for the leasing of land for a longer period than
one year, must be evidenced by a writing. (Code §8o8.) The re-
lation which exists where one has let real estate to another, to hold
of him as landlord, is denominated "tenancy."

Tenancy in this State is as follows : tenancy at sufferance, ten-
ancy at will, tenancy for years, tenancy from year to year, tenancy
from month to month, tenancy by curtesy, tenancy by entirety, and
tenancy for life ; and the times and conditions of the holdings shall
in each case be taken to determine the nature and character of the
tenancy.

One who comes into possession of the real estate of another law-
fully, but who holds over by wrong after the termination of his
term, shall be considered as a tenant at sufferance, and no notice
shall be required to terminate a tenancy at sufferance.

One who enters into the possession of real estate with the consent
of the owners, under circumstances not showing an intention to
create a freehold interest, shall be considered as a tenant at will,
and when the rent reserved in the lease at will is payable at periods
of less than three months, a notice to terminate such tenancy shall
be sufficient if it be equal to the interval between the times of pay-
ment of rent.

One who enters into the possession of real estate with the consent
of the owner, and no certain time has been mentioned, but an an-
nual rent has been reserved. shall be considered as a tenant from
year to year, and a notice to terminate a tenancy from year to year
shall be sufficient if it be given for a period of sixty days.

One who holds the lands or tenements of another, under the
demise of such other, and no certain time has been mentioned, but
a monthly rental has been reserved, shall be considered and held as
a tenant from month to month, and a notice to terminate a tenancy
from month to month shall be sufficient if it be given for a period
of ten days prior to the expiration of any such month.

Tenancies by curtesy and by entirety are elsewhere explained.
A tenant entering into the possession of real estate may, by the

terms of his lease, fix the date of expiration of his tenancy, and
when so fixed, no notice shall be required to render the holding of
such tenant wrongful and by force after the expiration of his term
as fixed by his lease.

The failure of a tenant to pay the rent reserved by the terms of
his lease for the period of ten days (unless a different period be
stipulated in the lease) after the same becomes due and payable,
shall operate to terminate his tenancy, and no notice to quit or pay
said rent shall be required to render the holding of such tenant
thereafter wrongful ; provided, however, if the landlord shall, after
such default in payment of rent, accept payment thereof, such ac-
ceptance of payment shall operate to reinstate such lease for the
full period fixed by its terms, subject to be defeated or terminated
by subsequent defaults in payment of rent.
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Any person entering into the possession of real estate under
written lease, as the tenant of another, may, by the terms of his
lease, waive the giving of any notice prescribed by this act. (Code
§§7556 to 7565.)

Mortgages.

A mortgage is a conveyance of land as security, and, when given
to secure a debt, is usually accompanied by a promissory note.
Now, if in one of the deeds already described there should be in-
serted a clause providing in effect that the conveyance is taken as
security for the performance of an obligation and that the satisfying
of the obligation shall render the conveyance null and void but that
if not satisfied according to its terms, the land ma y be sold in the
manner provided by law and the proceeds applied in satisfaction of
the obligation, the instrument becomes a mortgage. This clause
providing the circumstances under which the conveyance becomes
null and void, is called the "Defeasance."

A mortgage is, therefore, made up of two parts : (a) a convey-
ance and (b) a defeasance. The defeasance defeats the conveyance
when it becomes operative, and it becomes operative by being per-
formed; otherwise the conveyance is in full force and effect.

Ordinarily the conveyance and the defeasance are contained in
one instrument of writing ; however, this is by no means necessary.
A deed absolute in form, if made merely to secure an indebtedness,
or the performance of any other lawful act, is a mere mortgage,
and does not pass the legal title. (Adair v. Adair, 22 Or. 131.)
"The rule is universal," said Judge Moore in Eldriedge v. Hoefer
(52 Or. 246) that, when a deed, absolute in form, was intended by
the parties at the time it was executed to be the means of securing
the payment of a debt, the performance of a duty, or the discharge
of an obligation, the sealed instrument will, in a suit instituted for
that purpose, be decreed to be a mortgage."

Formerly when a mortgage was given, the legal title passed to
the mortgagee, together with the right of possession of the land, the
same as he would acquire under a deed ; with this exception, how-
ever, that the mortgagor retained a "right" in the land. This right
was simply a right to redeem the land from the effect of the mort-
gage,—a right lying dormant in the mortgagee which by payment
of the obligation would clothe him with the power to demand of the
mortgagor and have the legal title returned to him by a proper
deed. Because of the meagerness of this interest, the right re-
maining in the mortgagor was called his "equity of redemption."
(Besser v. Hawthorne, 3 Or. 132.)

In this State a mortgage does not operate, as it formerly did,
to convey to the mortgagee an estate in the land conditioned that a
failure by the mortgagor to perform the obligations secured would
work a forfeiture of the land absolutely to the mortgagee. It is, in
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fact, what the parties intended, and as equity treated it, a mere se-
curity for the payment of the debt or obligation, and serves simply
to create a lien or incumbrance upon the property. The title, both
before and after the debt becomes due, if the mortgage be given
to secure an indebtedness, remains in the mortgagor until foreclos-
ure and judicial sale. The mortgage works no change of the owner-
ship in the property. It is still the property of the debtor, in law
and in equity. The mortgagee has but a lien upon the land as
his security for payment, which cannot operate to affect the pos-
session of the mortgagor without his consent, or to transfer his
estate in the land except after default and by force of a judicial
sale under a decree of foreclosure ; but before such proceedings are
had, the payment of the debt by the mortgagor will extinguish the
lien, and free the estate from the mortgage. His "equity of re-
demption" continues until it is barred by a decree of foreclosure,
but until it is barred, his estate, both in law and equity, is just the
same after as it was before default in the payment of the debt
(Sellwood v. Gray, zz Or. 337), and this legal title remains in the
mortgagor until the sale under foreclosure has ripened into a title
by the execution and delivery to the purchaser of a deed from the
court.

In Oregon we still respect the aphorism "once a mortgage always
a mortgage," whether the mortgage be by a single instrument con-
taining a clause of defeasance, or by a deed given only to secure
an obligation. (Grover v. Hawthorne, 62 Or. 77.)

Foreclosure is the proceeding by which the mortgaged land is
applied to the payment of the mortgage debt, and the right of re-
demption barred. This is accomplished by the holder of the mort-
gage applying to the circuit court of the county where the land is
situated. It is the bringing of a suit by the holder of the mortgage
against the mortgagor, or those who have obtained the legal title
to the land subsequent to the giving of the mortgage, in which suit
the holder of the mortgage sets forth the nature of his demand,
alleges that the mortgagor has not performed the obligation secured
according to the manner in which he has agreed in the mortgage,
and asks the court to direct the sheriff of the county to sell the
land and pay to the mortgagee the amount due under the obliga-
tion. (Code Title VI, Chap. V.) The order of the court to this
effect, is called the decree of foreclosure. After the decree is made,
the property is sold, and, the purchaser, from the day of sale until
the payment of his debt, is entitled to the possession of the prop-
erty. (Code §252.) The sheriff then reports the sale to the court,
and, if found proper, an order is made confirming such sale. While
the "equity of redemption," technically speaking, is barred by the
decree of foreclosure, under the Code the creditor, or those holding
under him, still have a right to redeem upon paying the amount of
the obligation. If no redemption is made within one year after the
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confirmation of the sale, the purchaser thereat is entitled to receive
a deed to the land. Up to this time the legal title has remained
unchanged, but by this deed it vests in the purchaser absolutely.
(Code §249.)

The decree of foreclosure is ordinarily made up of two parts :
(a) a judgment against the mortgagor for the amount of the debt,
the payment of which is secured by the mortgage ; and (b) an order
directing the sale of the property and the application of the pro-
ceeds to the payment of this judgment. Since the proceeds derived
from the sale are to be applied to the payment of the judgment,
if the amount derived from the sale is less than the amount of the
judgment, it is obvious that there will remain against the debtor a
judgment for the deficiency under which a levy may be made upon
any other property which he owns. In 1903 the Oregon Legislature
passed a law providing that where a mortgage is given to secure
the payment of the balance of the purchase-price of the mortgaged
land, the mortgagee in a foreclosure proceeding is not entitled to
any deficiency judgment. (Code §426.) That is to say, if land is
purchased, a mortgage given for part of the purchase-price, and
the mortgage is not paid, the holder of the mortgage in a fore-
closure thereof, must look to the mortgaged land only for pay-
ment. The foreclosure is as in any ordinary case, but the mortgagee
must be content with accepting in full payment of his debt the
amount derived from the sale of the land. It is proper to provide
in the decree of foreclosure that the mortgagee may become the
purchaser of the premises, and in such case he would be simply tak-
ing back the land for the amount of the mortgage debt. The holder
of the mortgage may, however, ignore his mortgage security, and
sue upon his note, in which event he is not precluded by the law
referred to above from recovering a judgment against the debtor
for the full amount of his claim. Thereafter, for the enforcement
of such judgment, he may levy upon any property which the debtor
may own at the time of the rendition of the judgment. (Page v.
Ford, 65 Or. 455.)

As indicated above, the lien of the mortgage is extinguished by
the performance of the obligation, or if not thus satisfied, then by
foreclosure of the mortgage, in which latter event the mortgage is
extinguished by reason of its being supplanted by the judgment.

The mortgage, being in form of a conveyance, is within the Code
provisions which require it to be recorded to effect with notice sub-
sequent incumbrances and purchasers in good faith. (Watson v.
Dundee, 12 Or. 480.) It is executed and recorded the same as a
deed. (Code §§74o4-5.) Since the mortgage itself is recorded, it
is evident that there should likewise be a record of its extinguish-
ment. For this purpose, it is provided by the State statute that the
mortgage may be satisfied by an entry made on the margin of the
record, signed by the mortgagee in the presence of the custodian of
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the record (Code §7137), or by the mortgagee executing a formal
document reciting that the mortgage is satisfied, which document
may then be placed of record. (Code §7138.) If, however, the
mortgage has taken the form of an absolute deed, then in order to
accomplish its satisfaction, it is necessary that the grantee named
in such deed should re-deed the land to the mortgagor, or those
having his estate therein.

An equity of redemption is inseparably connected with a mort-
gage ; and so long as the instrument is one of security, whatever its
form, the borrower has in a court of equity a right to redeem upon
payment of the loan unless precluded by his own conduct, and this
right cannot be waived or abandoned by any stipulation made at
the time. The mortgagor may release the equity of redemption to
the mortgagee ; but being an interest in real estate, it can only be
transferred or relinquished by a writing. This rule applies as well
to a deed absolute in form intended as a mortgage, as to an ordi-
nary mortgage. (Marshall v. Williams, 21 Or. 270.)

There is still another way in which a mortgage may be extin-
guished, and that is by limitation. The Legislature of 1913 enacted
a law which provided that no mortgage on real estate should be a
lien or incumbrance, or of any effect or validity for any purpose
whatsoever, after the expiration of ten years from the date of the
maturity of the obligation or indebtedness secured by such mort-
gage, or from the date to which the payment thereof has been ex-
tended by an agreement of record. After said ten years have
elapsed, such mortgage is conclusively presumed to be paid, satis-
fied, and discharged, and no suit shall be maintainable for its fore-
closure. (Laws of 1913, p. 580.)

In the case of a foreclosure, however, the mortgage is changed
into a judgment, and whereas the creditor before held a mortgage,
he now has in its stead, a judgment. The foreclosure being a pro-
ceeding in court, the records of the case constitute a sufficient
record of the fact that the lien has been extinguished by being
merged in the judgment.

Dower and Curtesy.

A wife is required to join with a husband in executing a deed to
the husband's land, in order to bar her dower. In like manner, the
husband should join with the wife in conveying her land, in order
to bar his curtesy. The reason of this is that the widow of every
deceased person shall be entitled to dower, or the use, during her
natural life, of one-half part of all the lands whereof her husband
was seized of an estate of inheritance at any time during the mar-
riage, unless she is lawfully barred thereof (Code §7286) ; and the
widower of every deceased person shall be entitled, as tenant by the
curtesy, to the use, during his natural life, of one-half part of all
the lands whereof the wife was seized of an estate of inheritance
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at any time during the marriage, unless he is lawfully barred there-
of. (Code §7315.)

Dower and curtsey are not, strictly speaking, an interest in real
estate, but only a right with reference to it. During life these rights
are inchoate, not springing into existence until the death of the
spouse, and then enduring only during the life of the surviving
spouse. Either a wife or husband may convey their separate prop-
erty without the other joining in the deed. The purchaser would
take the property during the life of the grantor, but if the wife or
husband should survive the grantor in such deed, then such wife
or husband would be entitled to the possession of one-half of the
land during his or her lifetime ; but upon their death, the land
would be absolutely freed from the dower or curtsey right.

Conveyances executed by either husband or wife to or in favor of
the other are valid (Code §7036), but the Code (§7934) also pro-
vides that when property is owned by either husband or wife, the
other has no interest therein which can be the subject of a contract
between them. This provision refers to the interest one spouse has
in the land of the other, growing out of the marriage relation, and
by reason of it neither can make a valid contract releasing or agree-
ing to release to the other such inchoate estate. In the case of
House v. Fowle (20 Or. 163) Mr. Chief justice Strahan, speaking
for the court, said : "This construction (of the statute) excludes
estates or interests growing out of the marriage relation from the
classes of property concerning which a husband and wife may con-
tract with each other. They include dower and estates by curtesy.
The reason of the distinction is obvious enough. These estates
have their origin in public policy. They tend to strengthen the
marriage relation, and to some extent they preserve to the survivor
valuable property interests which may enable him or her to enjoy
some of the fruits of their joint lives and in a measure render
them independent of the vicissitudes of fortune." (Potter v. Potter,
43 Or. 151.)

Recording.

Provision is made by statutory law for recording conveyances
of real property in books which belong to the counties, and which
are permanent records open to the inspection of all persons. Re-
cording consists in entering an exact copy of the entire conveyance
on the record books.

Every conveyance affecting the title of real property within this
State hereafter made, which shall not be recorded, shall be void as
against any subsequent purchaser in good faith and for a valuable
consideration of the same real property, or any portion thereof,
whose conveyance shall be first duly filed for record. (Laws 1911,
p. 471.) The object of the recording is to make the existence of a
conveyance public so that all may have an opportunity to be advised
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of its import and of the rights of the purchaser thereunder. The
records being public, the law presumes that purchasers have exam-
ined them before purchasing and thus obtained notice of all con-
veyances of record.

An unrecorded deed is not utterly void, but only void as against
subsequent purchasers in good faith. As against all persons having
actual notice of its existence, it has the effect to carry the legal
title. A deed in this state, duly signed, sealed and witnessed, con-
veys the title of the grantor as between the parties, and as to every-
one else by title subsequent, except a bona fide purchaser for a
valuable consideration. The want of acknowledgment or proof,
which may authorize the admission of the deed to record, does not
invalidate the deed as between the grantor and grantee, nor as to
persons who are chargeable with actual notice. (Manaudas v.
Mann, 14 Or. 45o.) The protection of the statute in relation to
recording deeds only applies in favor of parties who have acted in
good faith. A conveyance though duly recorded passes no title
whatever when taken with a knowledge of the existence of an un-
recorded deed. (Musgrove v. Bonser, 5 Or. 313.)

By the expression "purchaser in good faith," is included not only
one who acquires title through a deed without notice of prior rights,
but an attaching creditor, under like circumstances, is also deemed
a purchaser in good faith for a valuable consideration. (Code
§301.) The attachment will prevail over a deed which has not been
recorded as required by law, if the attaching creditor had no notice
of the unrecorded deed. (Mertens v. Bank, 68 Or. 278.) Like-
wise a conveyance of land is void against the lien of a judgment,
unless the conveyance is recorded before the docketing of the judg-
ment. (Code §207.)

The fact that another is in possession of land is notice to an in-
tending purchaser that he may have rights therein, and title taken
will be subject to the possessor's equities. A purchaser of real prop-
erty, finding a person other than the vendor in possession, is bound
at his peril to inquire with reaosnable care as to the rights of such
occupant and is chargeable with whatever facts would be disclosed
by such an inquiry. (Hawley v. Hawley, 43 Or. 352.)

A further requirement of the Code with reference to the execu-
tion of deeds is that they shall be executed in the presence of two
witnesses, who shall subscribe their names to the same as such, and
also that the instrument shall be acknowledged before a proper
officer. (Code §7109.) The Oregon Code was adopted in Alaska,
and Judge Gilbert of the Circuit Court of Appeals, in passing on
this subject in an Alaska case, held that the attestation required
by this section is not necessary to the validity of the deed as between
the parties, but is only a formality that is necessary to entitle the
deed to record.
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Devise.

The second method of transferring title to land is by will. The
principal difference between a deed and a will is that the deed
operates between living persons, while the will operates only after
the maker's death. A will is the means by which the owner of land
provides to whom the title shall pass after his death. The land to
which the title is thus acquired is called a "Devise."

Every person of twenty-one years and upwards, of sound mind,
may, by last will, devise all his estate, real and personal, saving to
the widow her dower. (Code §7316.) Testamentary capacity
(sound mind) is mainly a question of fact to be determined from a
consideration of all the evidence. The testator must have sufficient
capacity to comprehend the conditions of his property, his relations
to the persons who were, should, or might have been, the objects
of his bounty, and the scope and bearings of the provisions of his
will. In deciding upon the capacity of a testator to make his will, it
is the soundness of mind and not the particular state of bodily health
that is to be attended to. The latter might be in a state of extreme
imbecility and yet be may possess sufficient understanding to direct
how his property shall be disposed of. Old age, sickness, distress,
or debility of body do not incapacitate, provided the testator has
possession of his mental faculties, and understands the business in
which he is engaged. (Chrisman v. Chrisman, 16 Or. 127.)

It is to be noted that the land passes by the "last" will. Though
a person may make as many wills as he likes, it is only the last will
that is effective. A last will is invalid unless it be in writing and
executed with such formalities as are required by law. (Code
§802.) These requirements of the law are that every will shall be
signed by the testator, or by some other person under his direction,
in his presence, and that it shall be attested by two or more com-
petent witnesses, subscribing their names to the will, in the presence
of the testator. (Code §7319.) If executed by a non-resident, the
will must nevertheless be executed according to the laws of this
State. (Code §7332.)

A written will cannot be revoked or altered otherwise than by
another written will, or another writing of the testator, declaring
such revocation or alteration, and executed with the same formali-
ties required by law for the will itself ; or unless the will be burnt,
torn, canceled, obliterated, or destroyed, with the intent and for the
purpose of revoking the same, by the testator himself, or by another
person, in his presence, by his direction and consent. (Code §803.)

If after making a will the testator shall duly make and execute a
second will, the destruction, canceling, or revocation of such second
will shall not revive the first will, unless it appear by the terms of
such revocation that it was his intention to revive and give effect
to the first will, or unless he shall duly republish his first will.
(Code §7328.)
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A will is automatically revoked, however, if after making a will
disposing of the whole estate of the testator, such testator shall
marry and die, leaving issue by such marriage living at the time
of his death, or shall leave issue of such marriage born to him after
his death, unless provision shall have been made for such issue by
some settlement, or unless such issue shall be provided for in the
will. (Code §7321.) A will made by an unmarried person is also
deemed to be revoked by his or her subsequent marriage. (Code

§ 7322. )

If after making a will the testator wishes to change its terms,
he may do so by executing a second will, or by executing a sup-
plementary instrument. This latter is called a "Codicil" and must
be executed with the same formalities as a will. (Code §7346.)

In providing for the transfer of the title of real property from
the deceased, the testator has broad latitude. Every person pos-
sesses absolute dominion over his property, and may bestow it upon
whomsoever he pleases, without regard to natural or legal claim
upon his bounty, if he possesses testimentary capacity, and exercises
his own individual will and judgment in the matter. (In re Turner's
Will, 51 Or. 7.) The law recognizes the right of the testator to
leave his property to whomsoever he chooses to bestow it, and in
the exercise of this right he may have reasons, satisfactory to him-
self, why some of his children should enjoy his estate while others
are excluded. Some may be more deserving than others, more need-
ful of help for various causes ; some may have contributed largely to
its acquisition. These and various other reasons may exert an in-
fluence in favor of some and in exclusion of others. (Potter v,
Jones, 20 Or. 257.) Any person may therefore give his land to
whomsoever he pleases, or he may direct a sale of it to be made and
the proceeds to be distributed among those whom he wishes to
favor, or applied to any legitimate purpose which his fancy may dic-
tate. When, however, provision has been made in a will for the
sale of land, the directions contained in the will must be followed.
(Code §1263.)

Notwithstanding this freedom in the preparation of wills, a person
about to make a will should take into consideration the fact that all
of his children should be remembered, and that a wife may not be
deprived of her dower, except at her election.

If any person make his last will and die, leaving a child or chil-
dren, or descendants of such child or children. in case of their death,
not named or provided for in such will, although born after the mak-
ing of such will, or the death of the testator, every such testator, so
far as shall regard such child or children, or their descendants not
provided for, shall be deemed to die intestate ; and such child or
children, or their descendants, shall be entitled to such proportion of
the estate of the testator, real and personal, as if he had died in-
testate, and the same shall be assigned to them ; and all the other
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heirs, devisees, and legatees shall refund their proportional part.
(Code §7325.) A will may be valid and effectual as to all the
children named or provided for therein, but as to those not named
or provided for, it is no will, and such child or children will take
under the law of descent in all respects as if no will had been made.
(Northrop v. Marquam, 16 Or. 186.) The object of this section is
not to compel parents to make actual beneficial provisions for their
children and their descendants, but to prevent the consequences of
forgetfulness or oversight, and to produce an intestacy only when
the child, or the descendant of such child, is unknown or forgotten,
and thus unintentionally omitted. (Gerrish v. Gerrish, 8 Or. 351.)

A man cannot so devise his land as to deprive his wife of her
dower, but if any lands be devised to a woman, or other provision
be made for her in the will of her husband, she shall make her elec-
tion whether she will take the lands so devised or the provisions so
made, or whether she will be endowed by the lands of her husband ;
but she shall not be entitled to both, unless it plainly appears by the
will to have been so intended by the testator. (Code §7303.) The
widow has one year in which to make such election, and if it is not
made within that time, she shall be deemed to have elected to take
the provision in the will. (Code §7304.)

Since a will does not take effect until the death of the maker, and
since it is at all times subject to revocation, and it is the last will
only which is effective, it would not be proper that a will should be
recorded until there is no further possibility of its revocation and
until it has become operative by the death of its maker.

There is no statutory provision as to what disposition should be
made of a will before the maker's death. He may leave it among
his private papers, or deposit it in the custody of anyone whom he
may select. By statute it is made the duty of every custodian of a
will, within thirty days after receipt of information that the maker
thereof is dead, to deliver the same to the county court having juris-
diction of the estate, or to the executor named therein. (Code
§1138.)

A person may die leaving several wills. After every man's death
there may be indebtedness to pay, and if he leaves any personal
property, it becomes necessary to divide this among those entitled
by law to receive the same. To accomplish these purposes it is
necessary that some representative of the deceased person be ap-
pointed, and the maker of the will may, if he so desire, in his will,
name some person to act in this capacity. This person is called the
executor. It becomes necessary, therefore, that provision shall be
made for the determination of the facts that the statutory provisions
requisite to the validity of the will have been observed. It must be
determined that the maker was twenty-one years of age, of sound
mind, that the will is his last will, and that it was properly signed
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and attested. (Code §§7316-7319 supra.) The authority to de-

termine these facts is vested in the county court. (Code §936.)
The executor, or any person interested in the estate, may, at any

time after the death of the maker of a will, petition the county court
to have these facts proven. Thereupon the will is examined in
court, the testimony of the subscribing witnesses taken, and if the
will is found to be the last will of the deceased, is executed with
the formalities required by law, and the testator was of sound mind
when it was signed, an order is made by the county court declaring
the will to be the last will of the deceased and effective as such.
This proceeding by the court is called the "probate of the will," and
thereafter it is of record on the records of the court and kept among
its permanent files. No other recording is required except that
where a testator left land in different counties, the will must be
recorded in each county. (Code §1144.)

When a will has been admitted to probate, any person may, at
any time, within one year after such probate, contest the validity
of such will, and all proceedings for contests must be begun within
such time unless the interested person is laboring under a legal
disability. (Code §1143.) When the court admits a will to probate,
if the person named in it as executor is qualified, he is appointed to
act as executor, and is required to give a bond for the faithful per-
formance of his duty ; however, a testator may expressly declare
in a will that no bonds shall be required of his executor, in which
case, if this executor be named, he may act, upon taking an oath
faithfully to fulfill his trust, without giving the bond otherwise re-
quired. This provision, however, is not binding on the court, for
the court may, at any time in its discretion, require an executor to
give a proper bond. (Code §1153.) If the county court had reason
to believe, for example, that an estate has been, or will be, misman-
aged, or fraudulently administered, a proper case for the require-
ment of a bond would be presented. (Bellinger v. Thompson, 26
Or. 333.) An executor may, himself, be a creditor of an estate, and
in such case the law treats his debt as so much money. (Code

§ 1182.) A person becoming bondsman for an executor under these
circumstances, therefore becomes liable for the amount of the
executor's debt in the event he does not pay the same. (United
Brethren v. Akin, 45 Or. 247.)

METHODS OTHER THAN GRANT.

The other methods of transferring title Other Than by Grant
may, for convenience, be classified as by Judicial Process, Adverse
Possession, Estoppel, and Accretion.

Judicial Process.

There are instances when, by reason of the circumstances, title
to land should pass from the owner, but he either can not or will
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not make the necessary conveyance. In such a case the intervention
of a court is necessary to secure the transfer. Such sales are : Ad-
ministrator's Sales, Guardian's Sales, Execution Sales, Sales under
Decrees of Specific Performance, Partition Sales, Tax Sales, and
the Exercise of Eminent Domain.

Administrator's Sales.

From what has been said as to wills and from what is to be
stated later under the subject of "Title by Descent," it appears that
upon the death of a land owner, his land goes directly to those to
whom he has devised it in his will or, in the absence of a will, to
those whom the statutes of the State direct shall have it ; e., his
heirs, but subject always to his debts.

It would be manifestly unjust that the devisees or heirs should re-
ceive the title to the land and that the creditors of the deceased
should not be paid, hence it is that provision is made in the statutes
for the sale of land to pay the debts of the deceased. ( Worley v. Tay-
lor, 21 Or. 592.) The disposition of the law is that the personal
property of an estate shall be sold first and applied to the payment
of the estate indebtedness. Until 1905 this was mandatory, but the
law as it now stands is that "when the proceeds of the sale of per-
sonal property have been exhausted, and charges, expenses, and
claims have not all been satisfied, the executor or administrator
shall sell the real property of the estate or so much thereof as may
be necessary for that purpose ; provided, that whenever it shall
appear to the satisfaction of the court that it is for the best interest
of the estate or of the heirs, devisees, or legatees thereof that the
real property, or any part thereof, should be sold before the per-
sonal property or any part thereof has been sold, the court or judge
thereof may order that the real estate or any part thereof be sold
without reference to whether or not the personal property has been
sold. (Code §1252.) To accomplish this, a petition is regularly
filed by the administrator of the estate in the county court, notice
served upon the heirs and the court makes an order directing the
sale of the land by the administrator either at public or private
sale, after which it is reported to the court, and, if found regular,
is confirmed and the administrator is ordered to make the proper
deed conveying the land to the purchaser. (Code §§1253-1261.)

Guardian's Sales.

As stated above, a conveyance of land to be legal must be made by
a person "being of lawful age." (Code §7100.) Lawful age, or
age of majority, in case of male persons is 21 years, and females 18
years. A female person is deemed to have arrived at age of major-
ity upon her marriage, regardless of her age. (Code H7997-7999.)

It frequently happens, however, that a person under the age of
majority owns land, and it is desirable that the land should be sold,
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either because the income of the estate of such person is insufficient
to maintain the minor, or it would be for the benefit of the minor
that his real estate, or some part thereof, should be sold and the
proceeds put out on interest, or invested in some productive stock,
(Code §§I346-7) but the minor, being under age, is without
the power to convey title to his property. Provision is therefore
made by statute for the appointment of a guardian for such minor,
and upon the presentation to the county court of a petition by such
guardian asking for an order to sell the land of the minor and the
making of a proper showing, the court has the authority to authorize
the guardian to sell the real property of the ward. Title in this
instance passes by virtue of the guardian's deed as the authorized
representative of the minor.

An insane person is as incompetent to convey his land as a minor,
and the law provides for a sale of his property in like manner as a
sale of a minor's property.

When any person by excessive drinking, gaming, idleness, or de-
bauchery of any kind, shall so spend, waste, or lessen his estate as to
expose himself or his family to want or suffering, or the county to
charge and expense for the support of himself and family, such
a person is included under the general term "spendthrift' and, as
such, may be placed under guardianship the same as a minor or an
insane person ; thereafter, sales of the spendthrift's real property, to
be valid, must be made by his guardian. (Code §1322.)

Execution Sales.

When a case has been tried in court, the final adjudication, or
the determination of the rights of the parties to the proceeding, is
called a judgment. If the judgment requires the payment of money,
and the judgment debtor does not pay the amount of the judgment,
then the judgment creditor may enforce payment by a writ of execu-
tion. This writ of execution is a document issued by the clerk of
the court, directed to the sheriff of the county, requiring him to sat-
isfy the judgment, with interest, out of the personal property of the
debtor, and if sufficient personal property cannot be found, then out
of the real property belonging to him on the day when the judg-
ment was docketed, or at any time thereafter. (Code §215.) From
the time the judgment is docketed in the county, it is a lien upon all
real property which the judgment debtor owns in such county, or
which he may afterward acquire therein. (Code §205.) Upon re-
ceipt of the execution, if the debtor has no personal property in the
county, the sheriff proceeds to levy upon and sell his real property,
according to the direction of the execution. After the sale is made,
the sheriff makes a return to the court, and if found regular, an
order is made confirming the sale. The money received by the
sheriff goes to the judgment creditor, and the purchasr at the sale
is entitled to hold possession of the land sold until it is redeemed
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(Code §252), which right exists in the judgment debtor for a period
of one year after the confirmation of the sale. (Code §248.) If no
redemption is made, the purchaser is entitled to a deed from the
sheriff. (Code §249.) The sheriff's deed therefore conveys all of
the right in the land sold which the judgment debtor had at the time
the judgment was docketed, or afterwards acquired.

Homesteads and Exemptions.

While Section 205 of the Code provides that from the time the
judgment is docketed, it is a lien upon the land of the judgment
debtor in the county, still provision is made in the Code that the
homestead of any family shall be exempe from judicial sale for
the satisfaction of any judgment, and such homestead is defined
to be the actual abode of, and owned by, such family, or some mem-
ber thereof. (Code §221.)

Such homestead shall not exceed $1,500 in value, nor exceed one
hundred and sixty acres in extent, if not located in town or city
laid off into blocks and lots ; if located in any such town or city,
then it shall not exceed one block; but in no instance shall such
homestead be reduced to less than twenty acres nor one lot, regard-
less of value.

When any officer shall levy upon such homestead, the owner
thereof, wife, husband, agent or attorney of such owner, may notify
such officer that he claims such premises as his homestead, de-
scribing the same by metes and bounds, lot or block, or legal sub-
division of the United States ; whereupon such officer shall notify
the creditor of such claim, and if such homestead shall exceed the
minimum as above, and he deem it of greater value than $1,500,
then he may direct the sheriff to select three disinterested house-
holders of the county, who shall examine and appraise such home-
stead, under oath, commencing with the twenty acres or lot upon
which the dwelling is located, appraising such lot or twenty acres
separately ; and if the same exceed $1,500, then the sheriff shall pro-
ceed to sell all in excess of $1,500 by lots or smallest legal subdi-
visions, offering them in the order directed by the judgment debtor,
if he chooses to direct ; otherwise, he shall sell the same as afore-
said, so as to leave the homestead as compact as possible.

In lieu of the proceedings aforesaid, the execution creditor may
at any tmie pay the execution debtor the sum of $1,500, and pro-
ceed to sell the homestead as he might heretofore have done, adding
the said $1,500 to his lien, but the money aforesaid shall be exempt
from execution. (Code §§222-4-5.)

The Supreme Court held in the case of Mansfield v. Hill, (56 Or.
400), that the homestead law created a personal right of exemption
only, to be claimed when an officer shall levy upon such homestead
as required by Section 224, above quoted.
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The right does not exist ipso facto by virtue of the statute, or by
having the land set off as a homestead, or registered before the
docketing of the judgment, but only when claimed as a homestead
upon a levy being made. There is no prohibition in the statute
against alienation or incumbrance by the owner, and the act ex-
pressly withdraws from its purview a sale upon a decree for the
foreclosure of a mortgage ; but when the owner is married it is
required that the mortgage of a homestead be executed by both
husband and wife.

Again, the exemption of the homestead is only from judicial sale,
and not from the lien of a judgment, nor from the levy of an ex-
ecution thereon. In fact, the statute expressly contemplates the ex-
istence of a lien and the issuance of execution and a levy, for to
stay the sale thereunder requires a notice by the owner, wife, hus-
band, agent, or attorney of such owner to the officer, when he shall
levy upon the homestead. The language of the statute is plain and
free from doubt or ambiguity, and is in no respect in conflict with
the equally plain and comprehensive language of the judgment lien
statute. The lien of a judgment attaches to the realty and is clearly
preserved, but the sale is stayed, and the remedy suspended until
the debtor ceases either to own or occupy the premises, for a home-
stead is exempt only while possessing the character of a homestead ;
that is, it must be the actual abode of, and owned by, such family
or some member thereof. When it ceases to be occupied, although
it may be owned by some member of the family, it is no longer a
homestead, and if it should be the abode of the family, but has been
aliened to one not a member of the family, it is not a home-
stead. As said, the right of exemption is a mere personal
right which the statute secures to the debtor, to the members of his
family, and to his heirs, after his decease, which right does not
run with the land and cannot be transferred to another with the
land. (Hansen v. Jones, 57 Or, 420.)

The exemption, however, may be waived or relinquished by
abandonment of the homestead, or by a conveyance. Therefore a
creditor may, if the debtor is otherwise liable for the debt, reduce
his claim to judgment, and have it entered upon the judgment
docket, and, if the homestead be abandoned or lost in any way, the
property will be subject to levy and sale. (Davis v. Low, 66

Or. 6191.)
Upon the filing of the inventory in an estate proceeding, the

'ArldOW is entitled to have the homestead of herself and deceased
husband set apart to her. Thereafter it is her absolute property.

(Wycoff v. Snapp, 	  Or. 	 )

Sales Under Decree of Specific Performance.

Under this head are classed those sales made necessary by reason
of the owner of land refusing to convey the same in compliance with
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the terms of his contract. When the owner of land enters into a
legal contract by the terms of which he agrees to convey the same,
the other party to the contract, upon performing the agreements on
his part contained, is entitled to receive a conveyance. If under
these circumstances the owner refuses to transfer the title, recourse
may be had to a court of equity to compel the owner to convey.
Though it is as much a matter of course for a court of equity to
decree a specific performance of a contract as it is for a court of law
to give damages for its breach (Richards v. Snyder, II Or. 511), it
is a well settled rule of equity jurisprudence that the enforcement of
specific performance is, to a great extent, left to the sound discre-
tion of the court ; and that, independent of strict or technical legal
right, a party demanding a decree for specific performance must
show not only a legal right to the relief demanded, but also that
such decree would be just and meet with equity. (Snider v. Lehn-
herr, 5 Or. 390.) To be enforcible, every contract must possess
certain requisites. These are that the contract which is sought to
be specifically executed ought not only to be proved, but the terms
of it should be so precise that neither party could reasonably mis-
understand them. If the contract be vague or uncertain, or the
evidence to establish it be insufficient, a court of equity will not
exercise its extraordinary jurisdiction to enforce it. (Odell v.
Morin, 5 Or. 98.)

But the court cannot grasp the owner's hand and affix his signa-
ture to a deed. If, therefore, he refuses to comply with the terms
of the court's decree, the court has the power to provide that the
decree itself shall stand in lieu of a deed, and this decree operates
to transfer the title of the land as effectively as a deed executed by
the owner.

Partition.

When several persons together own a parcel of land, it fre-
quently becomes the desire of one or more of such owners to have
his interest in such land set apart to him that he may hold the same
independent of the others. The law recognizes this right of a ten-
ant in common to have the estate divided. If the several owners
cannot agree among themselves upon a division, then a partition
may be enforced, the statute providing that when several persons
hold real property as tenants in common any one or more of them
may maintain a suit for the partition of such real property accord-
ing to the respective rights of the persons interested therein and for
a sale of such property, if it appears that a partition cannot be had
without great prejudice to the owner. (Code §435.) If upon the
trial of the case it appears that a partition of the property can be
made without great prejudice to the owners, then the court appoints
three referees to divide up the land. Upon the other hand, if it
should appear at such trial that the land is so situated that a par-
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tition of the land cannot be made without great prejudice to the
owners, then the court directs a sale of the property and orders
the money arising from such sale paid over to the owners according
to their interests. (Code §442.) Such sale is made at public auc-

tion to the highest bidder. (Code §461.)

Tax Sales.

In Oregon, an assessment of all taxable property in each county
is made annually. Taxes are levied on this assessment and if not
paid when due, become delinquent. The payment of taxes being
necessary to the maintenance of the county, it is evident that if the
owner of the land will not voluntarily pay, some means must be pro-
vided by which the payment of the taxes assessed against any piece
of land, may be enforced. The method provided by law in the State
of Oregon, is as follows :

Any day after the expiration of one month after taxes charged
against real property are delinquent, the sheriff has the right, and
it is his duty, upon the demand of any person and the payment by
them of the amount due for such taxes, to make out and issue to
such person a certificate of delinquency against such real property.
This certificate has the same force and effect as a judgment execu-
tion and sale of and against the premises included therein. Any
time after the expiration of three years from the first date of delin-
quency of any tax included in a certificate of delinquency, and with-
in six years from such date, the holder of such certificate may pro-
ceed to foreclose the same. An application for a decree of fore-
closure is filed in the circuit court of the county, and a summons
served as in civil actions. The procedure is somewhat similar to
the foreclosure of a mortgage. In the decree of foreclosure, the
court gives judgment and decree for the amount of the taxes, assess-
ments, penalties, interest and costs, as shall appear to be due upon
the land described in the proceedings. Thereafter the sheriff pro-
ceeds to sell the property at public sale after advertising the same
by posting notices in three public places in the county for ten days.
The purchaser at such sale receives a deed to the property, which
deed has the effect to vest in the grantee the title to the property
therein described. Any person interested in the land has the right
to redeem it from the effect of the sale at any time before the issu-
ance of the tax deed.

If after the expiration of four months from the date of delin-
quency, any property remains on the tax roll for which no certifi-
cates of delinquency have been issued, the sheriff proceeds to issue
certificates of delinquency in favor of the county, and after the
expiration of three years, the sheriff, as the agent of the county,
proceeds to foreclose the certificates in the same way as if the same
were held by an individual. At the foreclosure sale, the county may
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become the purchaser. (Code §3693 et seq. and amendments, Laws
of 1913 /'. 325.)

Eminent Domain.

There is yet another method by which the owner of land may be
deprived of his title, differing in principle from any of the fore-
going. It is the exercise of the right of Eminent Domain. There is
inherent in the sovereign State, the right and power to appropriate
private property to particular uses for the purpose of promoting
the general welfare. It is said to be the right to apply private prop-
erty to public use in those great public emergencies which can be
met in no other way, and to control individual property for the
public benefit, as the public safety, necessity, convenience, and
welfare may demand. (Lewis Eminent Domain §r.)

The Oregon Constitution provides (Article I §18) that private
property shall not be taken for public use without just compensa-
tion ; nor except in case of the State, without such compensation
first assessed and tendered. It provides also (Article XI §4) that
no person's property shall be taken by any corporation under au-
thority of law, without compensation being first made or secured
in such manner as may be prescribed by law. These sections of the
Constitution above quoted, impliedly prohibit the taking of private
property for a private use, even though just compensation be made.

It therefore appears that the right of eminent domain is a right
of sovereignty, and can be exercised only by legislative authority,
and for a public benefit. When, therefore, a particular corpora-
tion claims the right to take private property without the consent
of the owner, it must show not only a legislative warrant, but it
must be able to establish the fact that the enterprise in which it is
engaged is one by which a public use or benefit is to be subserved
or promoted, so that such taking can be said to be for a public and
not a private use. (B. V. L. Co. v. Johnson, 3o Or. 208.)

By "just compensation" is meant such an award as may be agreed
upon by a court of competent jurisdiction, a jury or appraisers ap-
pointed by law for that purpose. (Crane v. 0. R. & N. Co., 66 Or.
332.)

It follows naturally that public corporations, the Federal Gov-
ernment, the State, cities, and school districts, have the power to
exercise the power of eminent domain to acquire private property
for governmental purposes, but only those quasi-public corporations
have the right to appropriate private land upon whom the right has
been especially conferred by legislative authority. Among such
corporations are railroads, macadamized roads, ditches, pipe lines,
and others, a specific list of which is given in Section 6838 of the
Code.

When it is proposed by the State, or by a corporation having the
power, to appropriate private property, an action is commenced
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again the owner of the land as any other law action is commenced.
Upon the trial, a jury determines the amount of the damages, and
the court gives a judgment which has the effect to take the title
from the owner. In cases of the exercise of eminent domain, those
seeking to appropriate the land are not to proceed arbitrarily and
subject the owner of the land to vexatious litigation. It is expected
that a bona fide attempt will be made to agree with the owner as to
the just compensation to be paid for his land (Code §6859), and that

the parties were unable to agree as to the compensation to be paid,
is a condition precedent to the commencemen t of the action to con-

demn. (0. R. & N. Co. v. 0. R. E. Co., lo Or. 444.)
Among the subjects for which the right of eminent domain may

be exercised under section 6838 of the Code, are "macadamized,
plank, and clay roads." Under the old law of Oregon it was pro-
vided that whenever any person's land was so situated that it had
no connection with any public road, the owner could make applica-
tion to the county court for the location of a private road leading
from his premises to some convenient road. Viewers were ap-
pointed to locate the road and assess the damages of any person
whose premises the road should pass. Tested by the section 18 of
the Constitution above, the court held that while private property
might be taken for public use upon making just compensation to the
owner, private property could not be taken for private use whether

j ust compensation was made or not, and therefore held the Oregon

law unconstitutional.
Quoting from a New York case, the Oregon court says : "All

separate interests of individuals in property are held by the govern-
ment under the tacit agreement, or implied reservation, that the
property may be taken for public use upon paying a fair tha

 therefor, whenever the public interest or necessities require that
it should be so taken." "The right of eminent domain does not,
however, imply a right in the sovereign power to take the property
of one citizen and transfer it to another, even for full compensation,
when the public interest will in no way be promoted by such trans-
fer." The New York courts, in passing on a similar statute author-
izing a private road to be laid out over the lands of a person with-
out his consent, had previously held the same unconstitutiona l and

void, upon the ground that the legislature had no authority to au-
thorize the transfer of one man's property to another without the
consent of the owner. In that case, the court said: "The right to

take private property, for public purposes is one of the inherent at-
tributes of sovereignty, and exists in every independent govern-
ment. But even this right of eminent domain cannot be exercised
without making just compensation to the owner of the property.
. . . . But there is no provision in the constitution that just com-
pensation shall be made to the owner when his property is taken for

private purposes," or if it can be taken at all for private purposes,
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it can be taken without regard to compensation." (Witham v. Os-burn, 4 Or. 322.)

The Oregon road law was subsequently amended so as to pro-
vide that it should appear not only that the person's residence was
not reached by any public road, but also that "it is necessary that
the public and such person have ingress to, and egress from, such
residence." The law, as amended, was again considered by the
Supreme Court in 1898 under a contention that it also was uncon-
stitutional, but in that case the law was held constitutional, the
court saying: "The principle to be deduced from the adjudged
cases, bearing upon the question, seems to be that if, by a fair con-
struction and operation of the statutes, the road, when laid out, is
in fact a public road, for the use of all who may desire to use it,
the law is not liable to the charge of unconstitutionality, and is
valid, though the road may be laid out on the application of, paid for
and kept in repair by, the petitioner, and primarily designed for
his benefit ; but if such road is to become a mere private way, and
not open to the public, the law sanctioning it is void." (Towns v.Klamath County, 33 Or. 232.)

Adverse Possession.

Whoever is in possession of real property is so far regarded by
law as the owner thereof, that no one can lawfully dispossess him,
without showing a title of a higher and better character than such
possession itself furnishes.

The policy of the law does not allow a possession to be ques-
tioned after such a length of time as renders it unreasonable to
require evidence outside of the possession that it was held under a
right derived from some other sufficient and legitimate source.
(Washburn on Real Property.) This length of time is regulated
by the statutes of the several states. The statute of Oregon pro-
vides that actions at law for the recovery of real property or for
the recovery of the possession thereof shall be commenced within
ten years ; and no action shall be maintained for such recovery un-
less it appear that the plaintiff, his ancestor, predecessor or grantor,
was seized or possessed of the premises in question within ten years
before the commencement of such action. (Code §4.) This section
is a part of Oregon's Statute of Limitations and when land is held
by virtue of the provisions of this statute, it is said to be held by
Adverse Possession.

But it is not every occupancy of land by a stranger that will give
him title. As said by Judge R. S. Bean in McNear v. Guistin (5oOr. 380): "Occupancy of land necessary to constitute a title by ad-
verse possession must be continuous, open, notorious and exclusive,
during the entire time required by the statute of limitations. There
is no particular manner by which such possession may be indicated
or made manifest, and no particular act or series of acts are re-
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quired to be done on the land. There must, however, be actual
use and occupancy, continuous for the necessary length of time, of
such an unequivocal character as will indicate to the owner an as-
sertion of an exclusive appropriation and ownership In short, the
acts of the alleged occupant must be so open and exclusive as to
leave no inquiry as to his intention, so notorious that the owner may
be presumed to have knowledge that the occupancy is adverse, and
so continuous as to have furnished a cause of action every day

during the required period."
When a party's means of obtaining possession, or maintaining

possession when obtained, have been extinguishe d by an adverse

possession, it would seem to follow that his title is effectually and
substantially extinguished in fact, whatever his condition theoret-
ically may be. And the party who has acquired an absolute right
of possession, which will not only shield him in his possession
against the attacks of all the world, but when ousted, will restore
him to and protect him in his just possession, even against the
party having the written title, would seem to have a substantial

title."We can see no reason why, for all practical purposes, such a
party's title should not be regarded, both in law and equity, as good
as though he also had a perfect written title ; and we are dealing
with practical and not merely theoretical questions. If a party's
right of possession has become absolute, has by long adverse pos-
session ripened into what may as well and as properly, for practical
purposes, be called title as anything else, so that he can maintain his
possession, or recover it when ousted, or maintain all actions for

injur
ies to it against the party having written title, in all respects

in the same manner, and to the same extent as against parties who
never were other than entire strangers to the premises ; if the party
having the written title has lost, by the adverse possession, all
means of recovering or protecting possession when acquired without
action, and all means of establishing or maintaining any right
against the adverse possessor, we can perceive no good reason why
such adverse possessor should be annoyed by pretended claims, or
have the value of his possession diminished by an apparent title
which has lost its vitality. We see no good reason why the party
whose adverse possession has practically ripened into a title, should
not be entitled to all the remedies to quiet his possession that are
incident to possessions under written titles, which are in law and
equity no more efficacious to protect the owners in the actual en-

joyme
nt of their possessions under them. Statutes of Limitation

are said to be statutes of repose. Adverse possession for the time
prescribed vests a perfect title in the possessor as against the former
holder of the title and all the world, and he is entitled to all the reme-
dies at law or in equity which are incident to possession under writ-

ten titles." (Parker v. Metzger, 12 Or. 412.)
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It is not necessary that a single person shall have possession for
the entire period of ten years. Several persons may have posses-
sion of the land during the ten-year period, provided their pos-
session is connected and continuous, so that the possession of the
true owner shall not constructively intervene between them. Such
continuity and connection may be effected by any conveyance or
agreement or understanding which has for its object a transfer of
the rights of the possessor or of his possession, and is accompanied
by a transfer of possession in fact. (Sommer v. Compton, 52 Or.181.)

Licenses and Easements.

One man may have certain liberties, privileges or advantages in
the land of another without owning such land. Speaking generally,
such right is either revocable or irrevocable. If revocable, it is
denominated a license, while if irrevocable, it is an easement. A
common example is that of a right-of-way enjoyed by one person
over the lands of another.

An easement is created by grant in the same way the land is
conveyed, but it may also arise from adverse possession. Inasmuch
as a license gives no estate in land, no formality is necessary for its
creation. It may be created by a written instrument , but a writingis not necessary. (25 Cvc. 641.) Being nothing more than a per-
sonal privilege, it is revocable at the pleasure of the licensor, unless
circumstances arise which estop the revocation.

The use and enjoyment which will give title by prescription to an
easement or other incorporal right is substantially the same in
quality and characteristics as the adverse possession which will give
title to real estate that is to say, as respects prescriptive title, it
must be adverse, under claim of right, continuous, uninterrupted,
open, peaceable, exclusive, and with the full knowledge and acquies-
cence of the owner of the servient tenement, and must continue
for the full prescriptive period, and while the owner of the servient
tenement is under no legal disability to assert his right. To con-
stitute adverse user, the acts relied upon in maintenance of a pre-
scriptive right must have been an invasion of the rights of the party
against whom it is set up, and of such character as to afford him
grounds of action. 

(Hume v. Rogue River Packing Co., 51 Or.252.)

Whether a right-of-way exists as a mere license or whether it has
become an easement by prescription, is a question that has often
been before the courts. It is practical that land owners should know
what elements are necessary to constitute a permanent way by pre-
scription. Excerpts from some of the recent Oregon cases follow:

Where a way has been established by consent of the owner of the
fee, evidence to substantiate a prescriptive right to continue the
easement ought to be clear and conclusive. It cannot be admitted
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that, where the proprietor of land has a passway through it for his
own use, the mere permissive use of it by other persons for half a
century would confer upon them any right to its enjoyment. So
long as its use is merely permissive, it confers no right ; but the
proprietor can prohibit its use or discontinue it altogether at his
pleasure. A different doctrine would have a tendency to destroy
all neighborhood accommodation in the way of travel ; for if it were
once understood that a man by allowing a neighbor to pass through
his farm without objection over the passway which he used him-
self would thereby, after a lapse of 20 or 30 years, confer a right on
him to require the passway to be kept open for his neighbor's bene-
fit and enjoyment, a prohibition against all such travel would im-
mediately ensue. "A private way," says a noted author, "may
doubtless be transformed into a public one, but, in order that this
may result without legal proceedings, it must appear that the owner
fully consented to the change, or there must be some element of
estoppel to deprive him of his rights as the owner of the fee. Where
a way is laid out and used as a private way, the mere fact that the
public also makes use of it without objection from the owner, will
not make it a public way. If the use by the public is not clearly
declaratory of the right to use it as a highway, and is not so under-
stood by the owner of the fee, the public will not acquire the free
right of passage, nor will it be burdened with the duty of making
it safe and convenient for passage." (Bohrnstedt Co. v. Scharen,

6o Or. 352.)
In determining as to a dedication, the intention of the owner is

the controlling factor ; but the law does not seek for his undisclosed
intention. It acts upon his intention as evidenced by his acts and
the circumstances which he permits or encourages.

The owner's acts and declarations should be deliberate, unequivo-
cal, and decisive, manifesting a positive and unmistakable intention
permanently to abandon his property to the specific public use. If
they be equivocal and do not clearly and plainly indicate his inten-
tion permanently to abandon the property to public use, they are
insufficient to establish a dedication.

To establish a highway by prescription, there must be an actual
adverse public use, general, uninterrupted, continued for the period
of the statute of limitations under a claim of right. Where this is
established for the statutory period, the right is deemed perfected
and a permanent one. It was held in Smith v. Gardner (12 Or.

226) that mere user of a highway, however long-continued and un-
interrupted by the public, is not sufficient to give a right in the
public ; but such user must be accompanied by acts, such as work-
ing the road, keeping it up by the public, repairing it or removing
obstructions. etc., showing the use to have been made under a claim
of right, and not merely by permission of the land-owner. A per-
missive use of a way by certain portions of the community consti-
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tutes a license and not a dedication, and is ordinarily something
that may be revoked. And it was held in Bayard v. Standard Oil
Co. (38 Or. 445) that user by the general public, under a claim of
right, adversely, and not by mere permission of the owner, for
the period prescribed by the statute as a limitation beyond which
actions for the recovery of real property cannot be maintained, will
establish an easement in the public.

Whatever the rule may be in other jurisdictions, it is settled in
this State that, if a party, for a consideration, makes valuable im-
provements on the real property of another, pursuant to a parol
agreement with the owner thereof, upon the faith of which he has
relied, the license cannot thereafter be revoked to the prejudice of
the party making the improvements. (Sumpter Railway Co. v. Gard-
ner, 49 Or. 416.)

The irrevocability of a parol license, of the application of equita-
ble estoppel, proceeds upon the ground of preventing fraud, and
depends upon some conduct of the licensor, which, if permitted to
deny, will amount to fraud upon the licensee. The court has fre-
quently defined an irrevocable license, recognizing three essential
elements ; viz., the license must be upon some consideration paid
by the licensee, or some benefit accruing to the licensor ; there must
be an oral agreement therefor ; and improvements or expenditure
in reliance thereon. (Falls City Lumber Co. v. Watkins, 53 Or.
215.)

Estoppel.

It sometimes happens that the owner of land, or an interest in
land, commits certain acts or makes certain representations as a
result of which the law will not permit him afterwards to claim his
estate in the land. He is said to be estopped from asserting his
rights. The Code provides that whenever a party has, by his own
declaration, act, or omission, intentionally and deliberately led an-
other to believe a particular thing true, and to act upon such belief,
he shall not, in any litigation arising out of such declaration, act, or
omission, be permitted to falsify it. (Code §798 (4).) For ex-
ample, if a party with full knowledge of the facts, voluntarily rep-
resents to another, who is about to purchase real estate, that he has
no interest therein, intending such representation to be, and it is,
acted upon, he cannot afterwards assert title in himself as against
the purchaser, although he may have been ignorant, as a matter of
law, of his legal rights when he made the representation, and may
have intended no positive fraud.

In the case of Bloch v. Sammons (37 Or. 602) the property of
Mrs. H. was sold at administratrix's sale and purchased by B. Mr.
H., who as the husband of Mrs. H. had a curtesy estate in the
property, was present at the sale, and while the property was being
offered for sale at public auction, willfully stood by and represented
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to B. that he could safely buy the property, and, to induce him to
bid thereon, represented that he had no interest of any kind therein,
and that whoever purchased it would get a title in fee thereto free
from all incumbrances. B., believing such representations and re-
lying on them, was induced to, and did, purchase the property.
B. brought an action to recover possession of the land, and H. de-
fended, claiming his curtesy estate, which at that time extended to
the entire property. Judge R. S. Bean, in 	

z'
passino- on the case, held

that by reason of the circumstances as stated, H. had estopped him-
self from thereafter denying B.'s title, although he may have been
ignorant, as a matter of law, of his own title and may have in-
tended no positive fraud. In this opinion, other similar examples
are cited, one from Pennsylvania being a case where a husband and
wife were tenants by entirety, in which event the land would be-
long entirely to the widow. The land was sold, and the widow,
ignorant of her rights as survivor, in good faith, encouraged a pur-
chaser to bid for the land and take a deed to it. Afterwards she
made a claim to the land, and was held to be estopped.

Formerly in the State of New York, a wife could not make a will,
and her father inherited her property to the exclusion of her hus-
band. In an early New York case, while this law existed, a wife
willed her land to her husband, with the approbation and consent
of her father. The husband conveyed the land to a purchaser who
had been advised by the father to purchase, and was assured by the
father that he did not claim the land by inheritance, for his daughter
had made a will. Afterwards the father claimed the land alleging
that he did not know at the time that a devise made by a married
woman was void. Judge Bean quotes the following from Chan-
cellor Kent in that case, that, if , the case rested upon the above facts
alone, "it would fall within the rule of equity that where one having
title acquiesces knowingly and freely in the disposition of his prop-
erty, for a valuable consideration, by a person pretending to title,
and having color of title, he shall be bound by that disposition of the
property, and especially if he encouraged the parties to deal with
each other in such sale and purchase. * * * But in this case
the defendant endeavors to withdraw himself from the operation of
the rule by the averment that he mistook the law of the land and
did not know that the devise of a feme covert was void, or that his
title was good as heir to his daughter until late in the year 1816.
I am induced, from the proofs in the case, to believe in the truth of
the averment, and the question then arises whether that ignorance
of his own title will prevent the application of the doctrine. The
presumption is that every person is acquainted with his own rights,
provided he has had reasonable opportunity to know them, and
nothing can be more liable to abuse than to permit a person to
reclaim his property in opposition to all the equitable circumstances
which have been stated, upon the mere pretense that he was at the
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time ignorant of his title. Such an assertion is easily made, and
difficult to contradict. It is rarely that a mistake in point of law,
with full knowledge of all the facts, can afford ground for relief,
or be considered as a sufficient indemnity against the injurious
consequences of deception practiced upon mankind and if the per-
son, as in this case, is not merely silent and passive, but gives ex-
plicit confirmation to the title of the party in possession, and en-
courages him to sell, and encourages the purchaser to buy, the case
is greatly altered, and equity and policy equally dictate that he, and
not the purchaser, ought to suffer. His ignorance of the law ought
not to protect him from the operation of the rule of equity. He
could easily have dispelled that ignorance, for he had the fact of the
will of his daughter before his eyes ; and, if he may be allowed to
plead his voluntary ignorance in destruction of equitable rights
growing out of his own acts and assertions, the grossest imposition
and the greatest fraud might be practiced with impunity."

When an estoppel is urged to preclude the legal owner from as-
serting his title, the courts insist that the evidence must be clear,
precise, and decisive, so that the facts constituting the alleged estop-
pel may be clearly and satisfactorily established. (Marshall v. Wil-
liams, 21 Or. 276.)

Under the subject of deeds it was stated that where a party as-
sumes to convey property by a deed, he will not afterwards be heard
to say that at the time he made the conveyance, he had no title.
That is to say, he is estopped to assert anything in derogation of the
deed. The principle is that where a man has entered into a solemn
engagement by deed as to certain facts, he shall not be permitted
to deny any matter which he has so asserted.

Accretion.

The last method other than by grant, by which title may be gained
or lost, is that of Accretion.

By accretion is meant the slow and gradual depositing of ma-
terial on the shore of a body of water.

When the body of water is a stream that forms the boundary line
between two tracts of land, the land of one riparian owner is some-
times gradually increased in size by imperceptible additions made to
it from the stream, while at the same time, the land of the other
owner may be correspondingly reduced in area as the stream cuts
into and washes away its banks.

The rule as adopted in Oregon is that it is a well-established
principle that formations by slow and gradual accretion belong to
the owner of the land when made by a stream forming his boun-
dary and opposite thereto. (Minto v. Delaney, 7 Or. 343.)

DESCENT.

Under the subject of devise is shown how an owner of land may
provide for the disposition of that land after his death; that it is
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competent for every land-owner to make a will and thereby give his •
land to whomever he chooses, after his death. But the question
arises, what will become of the land after the death of its owner
where no will has been made ?

The law is very jealous of real property and does not permit it
to be for an instant without an owner. When a person dies leaving
real property, the title to it vests eo instanti in his heirs unless he has

made a will conformable to the law of its location, making a dif-
ferent disposition of it from that which the law would otherwise
make. The principle is elementary that the title and disposition of
real property is exclusively subject to the laws of the country where

it is situated, which alone can prescribe the mode by which the
title to it can pass from one person to another. (In Re Clayson's

Will, 24 Or. 545.)
This passing of the title from one person upon his death to those

to whom the law directs it shall go, is called "Descent." The descent
of real property in the State of Oregon, therefore, is controlled
entirely by the acts of the legislature with reference thereto. The

Code of Oregon (§7348 as amended in 1913) provides that when

any person shall die seized of any real property, or any right there-
to, or entitled to any interest therein, in fee simple or for the life
of another, not having lawfully devised the, same, such property
shall descend subject to his debts, as follows :

1. In equal shares to his or her children, and to the issue of any
deceased child by right of representation ; and if there be no child
of the intestate living at the time of his or her death, such real prop-
erty shall descend to all his or her other lineal descendants ; and if
all such descendants are in the same degree of kindred to the in-
testate, they shall take such real property equally, or otherwise they
shall take according to the right of representation ;

2. If the intestate shall leave no lineal descendants, such real
property shall descend to his wife, or if the intestate be a married
woman, and leave no lineal descendants, then such real property
shall descend to her husband ; and if the intestate leave no wife or
husband, then such real property shall descend in equal proportions
to his or he; father and mother ;

3. If the intestate shall leave no lineal descendants, neither
husband, nor wife, nor father, such real property shall descend to
his or her mother ; if the intestate shall leave no lineal descendants,
neither husband, nor wife, nor mother, such real property shall
descend to his or her father ; if the intestate shall leave no lineal
descendants. neither husband, nor wife, nor father, nor mother,
such real property shall descend in equal shares to the brothers and
sisters of the intestate, and to the issue of any deceased brother or
sister by right of representation ;

4. If thz intestate shall leave no lineal descendants, neither hus-
band, nor wife, nor father, mother, brother, nor sister, such real
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property shall descend to his or her next of kin in equal degree,
excepting that when there are two or more collateral kindred in
equal degree but claiming through different ancestors, those who
claim through the nearest ancestor shall be preferred to those
claiming through a more remote ancestor ;

5. When any child shall die under the age of twenty-one years
and leave no husband nor wife nor children, any real estate which
descended to such child shall descend to the heirs of the ancestor
from whom such real property descended the same as if such child
died before the death of such ancestor ;

6. If the intestate shall leave no lineal descendants or kindred,
such real property shall escheat to the State of Oregon.

In this connection, it is of interest to know that an adopted child,
for the purposes of inheritance, is deemed to be the child of the
parents by adoption, the same as if it had been born to them by
lawful wedlock ; except that he is not capable of taking property
expressly limited to the heirs of the body of the parent, nor property
from the lineal or collateral kindred of such parents by right of
representation (Code §7089), and a posthumous child is to be
deemed to be living at the death of its parent. (Code §7361.)

Any real property that may be given by the intestate in his life-
time as an advancement to any child or other lineal descendant, is
considered a part of the intestate's estate, so far as regards the
division thereof among his issue, and shall be taken by such child,
or other descendant, towards his share of the intestate's estate. If
the amount of such advancement exceeds his share, then such heir
is excluded from any further share or portion in the division of the
estate, but he is not to be required to refund any part of such ad-
vancement ; if the amount so received is less than his share, then he
is entitled to so much more as will give him his full share or por-
tion of the estate of the intestate. (Code §§7354-5•)

In order that a grant or gift shall take the character of an ad-
vancement, it is necessary that it be so expressed in the grant or gift,
or so charged, in writing, by the intestate, or acknowledged, in writ-
ing, to be so made by the child or other descendant to whom it is
made. (Code §7357•)

An illegitimate child is considered as an heir of its mother, but
is not entitled to inherit, as representing his mother, any real prop-
erty of the kindred of such mother. If an illegitimate child dies
intestate, without a widow, husband, or lawful issue, his real prop-
erty descends to his mother. The marriage of the parents of an
illegitimate child legitimatizes him for all intents and purposes, and
he inherits accordingly. (Code §§7351-2.)

In the law of descent, as stated above, it is to be noted that the
real property of every person dying without a will, descends "sub-
ject to his debts." The direct consequence of the above statute
(Code §7348) is that without due course of administration, the
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claims of those persons to whom the deceased may have been in-
debted at the time of his death, cannot be lawfully satisfied, and
that the heirs cannot hold the real estate to which they succeed
from their ancestor, free from the claims of the creditors of the
deceased, until some proceedings are had by which the extent of
the indebtedness is determined, and this indebtedness is paid.

By the law of 1907, however, it was provided that no suit or
action for the collection of any claim against an estate of a decedent
may be maintained, when no letters testamentary or of administra-
tion shall have been issued before the expiration of six years after

the death of the decedent (Code §I8) within such six-year period.

It is not safe for heirs to pay the debts of a deceased person in
order to free the inheritance from claims without complying with
the statute demanding the appointment of an executor or admin-
istrator, and obtaining the judgment of the probate court upon the
questions arising in the course of administration.

The title to real property of a decedent vests in his heirs at once
without any proceeding, subject only to be sold for the purposes
provided by statute (In re Noon's Estate, 49 Or. 286.) Before the

death, the land belonged to the parent ; after the death, it belongs
to the child. But the executor or administrator is enitled to he
possession and conrol of the land of the deceased and to receive the
rents and profits thereof until administration is completed, or the
same is surrendered to the heirs by order of the court. (Code

§1185.) This section does not affect the descent of real property
to the heir, except to burden it with the debts of the ancestor if any
exist ; that the administrator has the undoubted right to take and
enter into possession and exercise control over it, or to receive the
rents, issues, and profits for the purpose of administering upon the
decedent's estate, if he sees fit, in the exercise of the duties apper-
taining to his trust, but it is not imperative that he should do so ;
and that, unless the exigencies of the case demand it, he need not
disturb nor molest the heir in his possession. (Clark v. Bundy,

29 Or. 199.) So far as real property is concerned, administration
comprehends the taking possession of the land under the authority
of the statute as stated, collecting the rents, ascertaining the in-
debtedness, and then paying the same. To accomplish this, the
proper person presents a petition to the probate court (county
court) showing, among other things, the death of the owner of the
land, and asking the appointment of some person to assume charge
of the estate,—an administrator. Upon his appointment, this ad-
ministrator qualifies by giving a bond and enters upon the dis-
charge of his duties. One of the first things he is required to do is
to give notice of his appointment. This notice is published in the
county as often as once a week for four successive weeks, and
oftener if the court or judge should so direct. Such notice requires
that all persons having claims against the estate of the deceased
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person shall present them, with the proper vouchers, within six
months from the date of such notice, to the administrator at a place
within the county as in the notice specified. (Code §1238.) After
the expiration of six months, the administrator proceeds with the
payment of the debts. If there is personal property, ordinarily the
debts are paid out of the proceeds derived from the sale of the
personal property ; although if it appeared to the satisfaction of
the court and to the best interests of the estate and the heirs, that
the real property should be sold before the personal property, then
the same may be sold. (Code §1252.) While the six months'
period is allowed in which to file claims, yet if the estate should
remain open, a claim may be presented at any time until the ad-
ministration is completed. (Code §1239.) Hence, title taken from
an heir is not entirely free of the possibility of an administrator's
sale until the estate has been closed. After the debts are all paid,
the administrator having nothing further to do, files his final ac-
count. Notice of the filing of the final account and of the day
fixed for final settlement, is given by the administrator in the same
manner as notice of his appointment is given. (Code §I285.) The
estate is closed, and the administrator discharged. After the ad-
ministrator is finally discharged, it is then too late for creditors to
enforce payment of their claims, except in rare cases. Thus, the
administration has the effect to gather together all of the debts of
the deceased, and make it a matter of record that these debts have
all been paid. As above stated, the land descends to the heir "sub-
ject to the debts" of the ancestor. The payment of the debts through
administration removes this incumbrance. No other method is
known to the law by which there can be an absolute determina-
tion of the amount of all of these debts except through the giving
of the notice of the administrator's appointment, as above.

While the real property of the deceased is the property of those
to whom it descends by law or is devised by will, subject to the
possession of the executor or administrator, and to be applied to
the satisfaction of claims against the estate, upon the settlement of
the estate, and the termination of the adminisration thereof, so
much of such real property as remains unsold or unappropriated is
discharged from such possession and liability without any order
or decree therefor. (Code §1304.) Heirs and devisees of a de-
ceased person, therefore, are not in a position to convey good title
to real property inherited from their ancestor until the ancestor's
estate has been administered upon, because, should a conveyance
be made by an heir, then administration be granted, and it after-
wards become necessary to sell the inherited real property to pay
debts of the estate, the purchaser's title would be lost through the
administrator's or executor's sale.
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ABSTRACT OF TITLE.

From what has been stated in the preceding pages, it is apparent
that it is prudent for an intending purchaser of land first to make
an inspection (a) of the premises to determine who is in the pos-
session and whether the rights of such person in the possession
are adverse to those from whom it is purposed to buy, and, (b) of
the records of the county where the land is situated to determine as
to the sufficiency of the title as there exemplified, and whether or
not there are any adverse claims, notice of which is given by virtue
of the record. It is practical for the purchaser himself to ascertain
as to the rights of the persons in possession, but few purchasers
possess the requisite qualifications to make the proper examination
of the records. Not being skilled in examination of the records,
matters affecting the title may be easily overlooked. To overcome
the difficulty of personal inspection of the records, the practice of
making an abstract of the title has become common.

The word "abstract" comes from two Latin words which mean
"to draw from," and an Abstract of Title is, therefore, something
drawn from the records of that title. It is a history of the title. In
making up this history of the title to any tract of land, the abstractor
simply collects from the records all material information affecting
the title to the land under search ; condenses such information and
arranges the same in an orderly form for convenient examination.
"The abstract consists of a synopsis or summary of the material
or operative portion of all of the various instruments of conveyance
which in any manner affect said land or the title thereto, or any
estate or interest therein, together with a statement of all liens,
charges, or liabilities to which the same may be subject, and of
which it is in any way material for purchasers to be apprised. It
is usually arranged in a chronological order, and should show the
origin, course, and incidents of the title without the necessity of
referring to the original sources of information." (Warvelle On

Abstracts §2.)
The abstract, to be of value, should contain a statement of all

facts that materially affect the title, regardless of what their effect

may be.
As said by the Oregon Supreme Court in the case of Kane v.

Rippey (22 Or. 298), "the object of the abstract is plain ; it is to
enable the purchaser, or his counsel, to pass readily upon the valid-
ity of the title, as it should contain whatever concerns its source
and condition. Mr. Curwen says : 'The object of the abstract is to
furnish the buyer and his counsel with a statement of every fact,
and abstract of the contents of every deed on record, upon which
the validity and marketableness of the title depend, so full that no
reasonable inquiry shall remain unanswered ; so brief, that the mind
of the reader shall not be distracted by irrelevant details ; so meth-
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odical, that counsel may form an opinion on each conveyance as he
proceeds in his reading ; and so clear, that no new arrangement
or dissection of the evidence shall be required. The buyer has the
right to demand a marketable title. He has a right to demand
that the abstract of title shall disclose such evidence of that title as
will enable him to defeat, any action to recover or incumber the
land.' "

Ordinarily the facts covered are a statement of the essentials of
each deed appearing in the chain of title beginning with the patent
down to the present owner, also a summary statement as to all liens
that have at any time been against the land, and facts showing their
discharge. If the land has passed through an administrator's or
guardian's sale, or a foreclosure of mortgage, sufficient of the
proceedings are shown from which it may he determined whether
or not the proceedings have been sufficiently regular to pass title.

The value of an abstract lies in the competency of the man who
prepares it, and in the faithfulness with which he performs his
work. Necessarily he should be possessed of sufficient knowledge
to know what the material facts are, and should be sufficiently
thorough to find and state all such facts.

An abstract that fails to show all the facts, is valueless. The
relation of the abstract of title to the title itself, should not be mis-
understood.

A "good abstract" is one that properly shows everything of record
affecting the title to the land, be the same good or bad ; but it by no
means follows that because you have a "good abstract," you have a
"good title." The terms are not synonymous. You may have a
"good abstract" and a "bad title." If the title is bad, a good ab-
stract will show the imperfections. The very purpose in requiring
an abstract is that you may determine whether the title is good or
bad. This determining from the abstract as to the state of the
title, is called the examination, and is a service to be performed by
one skilled in the knowledge of the law of real property.

An abstract of title to land bears a close resemblance to the pedi-
gree of a race horse. Both show the history of the subject. To be
of value, the pedigree should show the ancestors of the horse, just
as the abstract should show all the deeds in the chain of title.

If an intending purchaser does not know the speed records of
the different ancestors of the horse, the pedigree is of no value to
him, and he purchases blindly. If an intending purchaser does
not know what it takes to constitute a good deed, release a lien, sup-
port an administrator's deed, etc., he, too, purchases blindly. The

j
horse buyer takes his pedigree to someone who has made the sub-
ect of race horses a study, and gets advice based on the pedigree.

The land buyer takes his abstract to someone who has made the
law of titles a study, and gets advice based on the abstract.
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If either pedigree or abstract contains misstatements or omits
material facts, it is worthless, for which reason both pedigree and
abstract should be prepared by a reliable person or association.

The term "abstract deed" is sometimes used, but this is a mis-
nomer. There is no such thing in Oregon.

After an abstract is made, the abstractor affixes his certificate as
to its correctness and dates it. Remember that it only purports to
show the title up to that time. If the next day the owner should
place a mortgage on the land, or a judgment should be docketed
against his property, the abstract would not show such mortgage
or judgment, but the mortgage or judgment would be a lien never-
theless. For this reason, the only safe course to pursue is always
to require that the abstract be continued to the time the purchase
is made, no matter whether anything has been done with a since
the last continuation or not.

Whether or not an abstract is to be given is a matter of agree-
ment of the parties.

The ease with which errors may innocently creep into titles, re-
commends the advisability of demanding an abstract of title with
each purchase of land, or when taking a mortgage on land and not
only should the abstract be required, but the purchaser should pro-
vide for its examination by some competent person, before the sale
is closed.
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